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Global image recognition market

expected to reach approximately USD

39.87 bn by 2025 up from USD 16.85 bn,

at a CAGR of around 18.3% between 2019

and 2025.

PUNE, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA, August

3, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Zion

Market Research has published a new

report titled “Image Recognition

Market by Technology (Code

Recognition, Digital Image Processing,

Facial Recognition, Object Recognition,

Pattern Recognition, and Optical

Character Recognition), by Component

(Hardware, Software, and Services), by Application (Scanning & Imaging, Security & Surveillance,

Image Search, Augmented Reality, and Marketing & Advertising), by Deployment (On-Premises

and Cloud), and by Industry Vertical (BFSI, Media & Entertainment, Retail & Consumer Goods, IT

The Global Image

Recognition Market is

expected to exceed USD

39.87 billion by 2025, up

from USD 16.85 billion in

2018.”

Zion Market Research

& Telecom, Government, Healthcare, Transportation &

Logistics, and Others): Global Industry Perspective,

Comprehensive Analysis, and Forecast, 2018–2025”. 

According to the report, the global image recognition

market was around USD 16.85 billion in 2018 and is

expected to reach approximately USD 39.87 billion by

2025, at a CAGR of around 18.3% between 2019 and 2025.

Image recognition technology is used in various

applications including advertising, automation of factory

and malls, security surveillance, monitoring purpose, etc., which is the primary growth factor of

the global image recognition market. 

Get an Exclusive Report Sample PDF for more Insights - @

https://www.zionmarketresearch.com/sample/image-recognition-market

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.zionmarketresearch.com/report/image-recognition-market
https://www.zionmarketresearch.com/report/image-recognition-market
https://www.zionmarketresearch.com/sample/image-recognition-market


image recognition market demand

image recognition market shares

The Research Study Paper provides a

detailed overview of major drivers,

restraints, challenges, opportunities,

current market trends and strategies

impacting the global market along with

estimates and forecast of revenue and

share analysis.

Image recognition is a software device

that is used to recognize the place,

object, writing, actions, machine-based

tasks, etc. Image recognition mainly

includes camera and artificial

intelligence, which helps to complete

the process of image recognition. The

image-based virtual tasks and barcode

scanning are two primary tasks

performed by the image recognition

software device. Image recognition

technology is used in various

applications including advertising,

automation of factory and malls,

security surveillance, monitoring

purpose, etc., which is the primary

growth factor of the global image

recognition market. 

Several key players are working on image recognition software to develop their own software

application that has advanced security features and data surveillance. The increasing global

demand for image recognition is another factor fueling this market. However, the lack of

awareness and technical issues are hampering the global image recognition market. Additionally,

the high cost of image recognition leads to the increased final cost of products and services is

another factor affecting this global market.

Browse the full “Image Recognition Market by Technology (Code Recognition, Digital Image

Processing, Facial Recognition, Object Recognition, Pattern Recognition, and Optical Character

Recognition), by Component (Hardware, Software, and Services), by Application (Scanning &

Imaging, Security & Surveillance, Image Search, Augmented Reality, and Marketing &

Advertising), by Deployment (On-Premises and Cloud), and by Industry Vertical (BFSI, Media &

Entertainment, Retail & Consumer Goods, IT & Telecom, Government, Healthcare, Transportation

& Logistics, and Others): Global Industry Perspective, Comprehensive Analysis, and Forecast,

2018–2025” Report at https://www.zionmarketresearch.com/report/image-recognition-market

https://www.zionmarketresearch.com/report/image-recognition-market


The global image recognition market is divided based on technology, component, application,

deployment, and industry vertical. By technology, the global image recognition market includes

code recognition, digital image processing, facial recognition, object recognition, pattern

recognition, and optical character recognition. The facial recognition segment is predicted to

account for a significant share of the global market. The component segment of the market

includes hardware, services, and software.

By application, the global image recognition market is classified as scanning & imaging, security,

and surveillance, image search, augmented reality, and marketing and advertising. The security

and surveillance segment accounted for the dominant market share, owing to the technological

benefits like security and protection of virtual data and forensic identification. Cloud and on-

premises comprise the deployment segment of the market.

By industry vertical, the global image recognition market is classified into BFSI, media and

entertainment, retail and consumer goods, IT and telecom, government, healthcare,

transportation and logistics, and others. The media and entertainment segment accounted for a

dominant share in the global market in 2018, due to the rising use of image recognition in

movies, social media, and gaming.

By geography, the North American image recognition market is projected to grow substantially

over the forecast time period, owing to the growing use of image recognition in malls, e-

commerce platforms, and government work and increasing investments made for technological

developments.

Some key players of the global image recognition market are:

Google

Honeywell International

Hitachi

LTU Technologies

Slyce

NEC Corporation

Qualcomm Incorporated

Catchoom

Wikitude

Tetrasoft

Buy Complete Report @ https://www.zionmarketresearch.com/custom/1001

This report segments the global image recognition market into:

Global Image Recognition Market: Technology Analysis

Code Recognition

https://www.zionmarketresearch.com/custom/1001


Digital Image Processing

Facial Recognition

Object Recognition

Pattern Recognition

Optical Character Recognition

Global Image Recognition Market: Component Analysis

Hardware

Software

Services

Global Image Recognition Market: Application Analysis

Scanning and Imaging

Security and Surveillance

Image Search

Augmented Reality

Marketing and Advertising

Global Image Recognition Market: Deployment Analysis

On-Premises

Cloud

Global Image Recognition Market: Industry Vertical Analysis

BFSI

Media and Entertainment

Retail and Consumer Goods

IT and Telecom

Government

Healthcare

Transportation and Logistics

Others

Know more about report @ https://www.zionmarketresearch.com/inquiry/image-recognition-

market

Global Image Recognition Market: Regional Analysis

North America

The U.S.

https://www.zionmarketresearch.com/inquiry/image-recognition-market
https://www.zionmarketresearch.com/inquiry/image-recognition-market


Europe

UK

France

Germany

Asia Pacific

China

Japan

India

Latin America

Brazil

The Middle East and Africa

Read Our Related Report: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/511072942/global-

physiotherapy-devices-market-to-be-worth-usd-2749-4-million-by-2024-zion-market-research

About Us:

Zion Market Research is an obligated company. We create futuristic, cutting-edge, informative

reports ranging from industry reports, the company reports to country reports. We provide our

clients not only with market statistics unveiled by avowed private publishers and public

organizations but also with vogue and newest industry reports along with pre-eminent and niche

company profiles. Our database of market research reports comprises a wide variety of reports

from cardinal industries. Our database is been updated constantly in order to fulfill our clients

with prompt and direct online access to our database. Keeping in mind the client’s needs, we

have included expert insights on global industries, products, and market trends in this database.

Last but not the least, we make it our duty to ensure the success of clients connected to

us—after all—if you do well, a little of the light shines on us.
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